
STYLE AND FORM IN ART

I T is not altogether surprising if musicians Lave overlooked a
characteristic of Hubert Parry's critical writings which appeals
with special strength to one unskilled in music, and that is, his
irequent references to other arts. The deep - rooted analogy
between music and the architectural arts is familiar ground, but
the handling of this analogy in " The Art of Music " and " Style in
Musical Art " is such as to give these books a very high place in the
general theory of aesthetics ; that they have won European repu-
tation on the side of musio fs therefore good hearing to practitioners
of these other arts, since it is to the comparative study of diverse
arts that we must look for any clarity of vision as to the evasive
meaning of such terms as Style and Form.

First it must be remembered that, like all words which are more
than technical jargon, they are very hard worked. Abstract terms
are bound by no trade union rules but are for better or worse the
handy men of speech, and in common usage their meanings over-
lap ; thus in the article on Purcell (Yol. I, p. 137 of this magazine)
style, form and idiom are used in senses which, if not interchange-
able, are at least difficult to square with their significance in literary
criticism. Indeed, a certain vagueness inevitably accompanies the
process by which the word style has passed from its physical
meaning of a little stick, through a long series of developments—
for instance, penmanship, currente calamo, " the pen of a ready
•writer " are among phrases which mark steps in the journey—to
the metaphysical abstraction which Parry describes, rather than
defines, as perfect adaptation of means to end. Without ques-
tioning the perplexities said by Mr. R. 0. Morris, (pp. 97, 98,) to lie
in wait for the composer who divorces style from form, it surely
seems that the alternative of confusing them equally leads to
perplexities, when the position of music in alliance with other arts
oomes under discussion. I t is of course easy to enumerate dis-
tinctive marks of this style and that, but when we approach the
final abstraction of style without qualification by adjective or
particle, it may be wise- to imitate Plato, who prefaces the attempt
to define justice by describing a just man. Certainly in other arts,
we can distinguish the provinces of form and style even though the
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frontiers be at times ill defined. Thus, no one can deny style to
Ruskin, but what reader of Mod-ern Painters will grant him mastery
of form ? For perfection of form in English prose, we may instance
William Morris's Dream of John Ball. Again, who can listen to a
Bach fugue without being conscious of something analogous to the
design of a fine Persian carpet, such as we treasure in our museums ?
Without much knowledge of what constitutes a fugue, or on the
other hand of the operation of a carpet loom, a sense of a certain
order and recurrence, in short of pattern, is evident. Such carpets
also possess distinguished style, but we can easily find examples
of the form devoid of style in the nearest carpet warehouse and infer
that musicians can do the like in respect of fugues.

Further it is the writer's personal experience that this funda-
mental connection between musical form and form in other arts
reaches the point that actual suggestion of solutions to practical
problems may be evoked by listening to work which in the ordinary
phrase of oritics is described as architectonic. Handel and
Beethoven, for instance, in marked degree. This indeed approaches
the inner mystery of art and life, hinting may be, at Plato's doctrine
of the heavenly type or ideal, so that having obtained a glimpse of
divine order through music, it was more easy to " lisp in numbers
for the numbers came," but with the numerical relations trans-
ferred to line and space.

Parry's skill in illustrating music by analogies from sister arts
naturally leads on to consideration of the reciprocal influence of
these arts upon music ; which seems to be ignored when Mr. R. 0 .
Morris describes the oratorio form as " a fatuous compromise be-
tween the humanity of the drama and the respectability of the
Church." In the first place it is pretty clear that humanity and
respectability, if they be factors in the problem at all, are affairs
not of form, but of style, and that it is the physical difference
between the architecture of the Church and the theatre which
dictates the diversity of form in these complex arts. How great
a part may be-played by architectural, or if you prefer it, spatial
factors in determining what in the event must have seemed purely
musical effects, can be learnt from the account given in Sir F.
Bridge's A Westminster Pilgrim (chap, xiv) of the preparations
for a coronation. It is not possible to doubt that Parry's keenly
artistic eye would find in the solemn beauty of Gloucester Cathedral
a delight compensating for the enforced surrender of stagecraft.
Compromise or even suppression must in any case be faced as forms
of art develop in complexity. There is the book, the musical
setting, and the visible setting, including perhaps miming and
dancing. " Have you seen my Messiah, which Mr. Handel has set
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to Music, as I think indifferent well ? " wrote the reverend libret-
tist—little thinking that the music happened to be the one- thing
that mattered. And yet the form, say, of Judas Maccabceus
recalls that of the Eumenidcs, where most certainly the libretto
did matter, and the form of that seems to have been no far de-
velopment from the work of the forerunner of ^Eschylus, Phrynicua,
who in turn is said to be chiefly distinguished for melody and
dancing.

The point is that various forms arise, often closely related, in
which one or other art, addressing this or that sense, takes pre-
cedence. The group to which oratorio belongs addresses the ear
by word and tune, in the next stage words also are dropped and
we have purely instrumental music, or conversely, music is dropped,
and we get, for instance, Anthony Hope's Chronicles of Count
Anionio, wherein a prose romance is built up on lines analogous to
the oratorio with the chorus dominating a full close. These are
questions of abstract form. It is in the handling that style appears ;
and here we may note Parry's statement that precise imitation of
past styles is in itself the negation of style. We may find an illus-
tration of this in Sir Thomas Heath's Euclid in Greek; having
analysed the general form of a proposition he discusses the wording,
and shows how word for word translation must be departed from
in order to achieve style in an English version. This suggests that
style must be looked for in what is called detail in architecture, and
even in the last refinement of detail, which we term texture, since
we know how entirely style is apt to vanish in the process called
restoration. It is noticeable that Ruskin, so markedly a stylist
in the manner of his writing, concentrates his discussion of archi-
tecture'on matters of detail to the neglect of the whole, that is, of
form. This is a defect to which analytic critics, who are not them-
selves formative artiste in any branch of work, are peculiarly liable.
But the impression of a non-musical reader was that Parry, himself
a creative artist, did, so far as could be gathered from his use of
analogies, regard style in due relation to form ; and seeing the
appearance of misunderstanding it seemed worth while trying to
ascertain, if not the actual boundary, the general lie of the two
domains and to suggest that in other arts they have been subject
to specialised rule and diversely centred. We have read that
style is the man ; may we not accept this as an approximation and
conclude that to the artist form appears as a vital principle of
growth and structure and that style expresses the interaction of
this principle, this sense of order, with the incidental chances of
time and place and the influence of personality.

W. A. S. BENSON.
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